


Senini is a Leading company that Guarantees pure 

Quality creating a Prestigious end product every time. 

The first Italian manufacturing site in the world is 
entirely dedicated to the exclusive production of 
photocatalytic interlocking pavement segments. This 
is where Senini has placed it's greatest major 
investment. 

This has become an area reserved for the 
production of the highest quality new products in 
many sizes, finishes and colors. 

The latest plant, the fifth in the company's 
portfolio, is characterized by greatly advanced 
modern technologies that optimize the production 
of Ecotop paving and wall cladding. This 
guarantees the highest quality throughout. 

The system adheres to the latest compliance in 
respect to the environment and optimization of 
production costs in a view to improved efficiency. 
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Organization 
and technology 

Organization and technology are at the heart of the Senini 

production system: 

• Gravel production plants.

• Technologically advanced production facilities.

• Wide range of products

• Achieved remarkable aesthetic effects: antiqued, natural

stone and split block.

• Internal laboratory for tests on materials and products.
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The company has always heavily invested in research and 
innovation that involves all aspects of the production 
process which is fundamental for the growth and future of 
Senini.

Senini has consistently shown an excellence  for not only or 
the quality of products, designs and formats but also for the 
formulation of products with unique characteristics and 
great versatility.
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CERTIFIED QUALITY: the entire production follows the ISO 

9001 quality system and the ISO14001 environmental certi

fication. 

VERSATILE: The wide range of shapes, colors and finishes 

for the different needs of designers and companies, both in 

terms of use and the architectural context. 

ECONOMIC: The high quality and aesthetic of Senini pavers 

remains unaltered over time, increasing the quality and price 

ratio of each product. 

ANTI-SLIP: Pavers from Senini have an excellent anti-slip 

resistance and represent the ideal surface for busy and pe

destrian areas of any kind. 

RESISTANT: All products are made of vibration-

compressed concrete, and comply with the regulations of 

CE certification for high resistance to mechanical, physical 

and chemical stress. 
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ECOLOGICAL: Senini interlocking pavement types are all 
made with natural raw materials that do not pollute the 
environment. In the photocatalytic version (see the Ecotop line 
catalogue), it becomes an active tool for the reduction of the 
polluting properties of the environment. Environmental 
compatibility is given by a greater consideration of 
environmental impacts compared to bituminous and cast 
concrete. 

PERMEABLE: The permeability of the pavers allows the 
filtering of storm water in the subsoil helping to reduce 
pollution of rivers and washing out of surface waterways. 

GUARANTEED: The experience of over 50 years of pro
duction has shown that Senini vibro-compressed pavers 
maintain their effectiveness and characteristics over time 
without maintenance costs. 

PHOTOCATALYTIC: Senini interlocking pavement types 
can be produced with Titanium Dioxide rich photocatalytic 
cement (see the Ecotop line catalogue) which aids in the 
reduction of air pollutants. 

FAST INSTALLATION: They can be installed in any season, 
summer and winter, by laying dry on a layer of sand and 
after their completion they are immediately usable. In the 
case of underfloor interference, it is easy to remove and 
reposition the blocks. They can easily be removed and 
replaced. Some types can be installed by mechanical 
equipment speeding up laying times and costs. 
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SENINI Asia Pacific is your local leader for consulting, 

supplying and installating of all products. 

The installation team are qualified and organized with the 

most advanced equipment. 

Senini Asia Pacific's service is characterized by: 

• Convenience,

• Fast installation

• Finished work quality

Senini Asia Pacific offers you, the customer a total  

guarantee of quality, reliability and safety. 
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A healthy, ecological environment on a human scale. 

Senini invests in research to help improving the quality of 

life and for creating an "Eco-environment" for houses, 

squares, streets and gardens where respect and care for 

the environment prevails. Where attention to people's 

wellbeing and care for beauty is everyone's heritage. 

Not just creating beautiful places but also "healthy" 

places built in consideration of environmental sustainability. 

• Natural raw materials

• Rainwater drainage

• High level of solar reflectance

• Photocatalytic Pavers
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Maximum transparency and maximum reliability: all Senini 

production uses only components that come from natural raw 

materials. 

Senini drainage pavers are characterized by an excellent 

permeability that easily reaches the values of 70% considering 

the typical rainfalls experienced in Asia Pacific and with the use 

of appropriate installation materials. Their use facilitates the 

recovery of rainwater, promotes the reintegration of groundwater.
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Today it is increasingly necessary to reduce the "heat island" 

effect, the phenomenon that causes a micro-climate within the 

warmer urban areas up to 30 ° C compared to the non-masonary 

and non-asphalted areas of the countryside. 

Senini pavers have a high SRI (Solar Reflectance Index) 

which guarantees a significant reduction in temperatures near 

the paved surface. 

Senini produces pavers that comply with the regulation provided 

by LEED protocol, the US system used to classify the energy 

efficiency and the ecological characteristics of buildings. Senini 

products - in particular drainage pavers, photocatalytic 

pavers and those with a high SRI solar reflectance index - correctly 

used, can allow the acquisition of a high number of LEED credits. 
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Quality and care of the environment are primary concerns that 

can not be renounced. Certifications guarantee through 

accurate tests carried out by accredited organizations that 

the company operates in a perspective of sustainability and that 

it really aims with its products to customer satisfaction. Hence 

the choice of a certification that guarantees total compliance with 

these values relating to: 

• Quality (ISO 9001) • Quality(ISO 14001) Enviromenment

The environmental certification ISO 14001 represents a 

precise company choice and is one of the key points of 

Senini philosophy. The company has implemented an 

environmental management system that commits it self to 

keep under control the impact of its activities and to operate for 

continuous improvement. 
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The Ecotop series: Innovative and environmentally friendly
self locking pavers that clean the air and themselves. The
TxActive photocatalytic substance is applied in the
surface layer only, accelerating the oxidation process of
pollutants and their transformation into substances that
are non-toxic to humans and not harmful to the environment.

The ANTICATI series: Pavers with an ancient and lived aspect.
Ideal for renovations and perfect in contemporary
buildings.

The COTTO ANTIGO series: Reproduce the antique
appearance with an all-natural imprint of suggestive nuances.

The NATURAL STONE series: The authentic natural
stones contained in the upper layer of the interlocking
pavers and the intricate workmanship give the
appearance of hammered natural stone pavers.

The Quarzo series: Combines today's requirements for
fine finishes with a wide range of colors, shades to make
all areas elegant and practical.

The BASE series: A line particularly adaptable for all
uses where the technical advantages are desired yet
economic aspects dominate, including in many instances
"heavy loads" requirements.

The DRAINING series: Pavers that enable the drainage of
water. Different shapes in design and color that can be filled
with gravel or with soil to create green spaces. FILTRANTS are
also part of this category,  although they remain identical to the
blocks of the Quarzo series, than ks to the special com position
of their lower layer, they allow prefect drainage of the
water to the subsoil leaving the surface free from water.

The series photoluminescent - Sassi di Luce: Pavers and
slabs that, thanks to the photoluminescent pebbles
contained in the surface, capture the natural or artificial
daylight (UV) and then release it when it's dark creating
a magical starry sky effect.
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• BLOCKS in cement or of plastered clay

• BLOCKS in cement or fair face clay, available in various

colors.

• Certified FIRE BLOCKS

• ARCHITECTURAL BLOCKS, split - striped - natural -

stone effect, in various colors

• Load Bearing BLOCKS
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• Concrete curbing of various sizes and finishes
(Base, Quartz, Natural Stone, LEVIGATED)
equipped with all contours (Curves, Island,
etc. )
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SENINI Asia Pacific
68 Pedder Crescent 
Regency Park SA 5010

Phone: 1300 503 929

info@seniniap.com.au




